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News Release: Visible® offers Configuration Management on Amazon Web Services (AWS).
BOSTON, MA – June 1, 2015 – Visible Systems Corporation today began to offer Razor®, its configuration
management product, on Amazon Web Services. Razor® Cloud, as it is now called is an affordable,
configurable, and easy to use software configuration management solution hosted on the Amazon Web
Services (AWS) cloud server. With Razor® Cloud, you receive a virtual environment that lets you load and/or
simply run the Razor software. Available over the Amazon Marketplace, there are two flavors:
-

Flavor 1 – Visible sets up, provides and pays for the Amazon Instance which contains the Razor
server. You simply pay a fee for the use of the Razor server and run the Razor clients on your own
workstations.
Flavor 2 – You launch and pay for your own Amazon Instance which is based on the Razor Amazon
Machine Instance (AMI). Upon purchasing a Razor license from Visible you will be ready to manage
your own Amazon Instance and clients. The Razor AMI server runs the latest release of Ubuntu with
the latest release of Razor.

“I've been using the Razor On-Premise solution for a long time and I wanted to try out their cloud package. It
works very well and is very secure. Setting up the server is the same as On-Premise and since I already know
how to do it... it was easy.” said Al Menendez, Owner, Maximo Consulting, Software Engineer at Space Coast
Information Systems, Inc.
For more information, please contact Sales at sales@visible.com or Michael Cesino directly
at mcesino@visible.com.
BENEFITS:
-

-

-

Flexibility - With the Razor® Cloud you pay only for the compute power, storage, and other
resources you use, with no up-front commitments. You can access as much or as little as you need,
and scale up and down as required. In a cloud computing environment, new IT resources are only
ever a click away, which means you reduce the time it takes to make those resources available to
your developers from weeks to just minutes.
Cost Reductions and Reliability - By using the Razor® Cloud you cut down on costs by reducing
the need to invest in and maintain hardware and server infrastructures. Cloud storage eliminates the
stress of agonizing, assembling and powering servers.
Security - The Razor® Cloud utilizes an end-to-end approach to secure and harden our
infrastructure, including physical, operational, and software measures. Companies such as the NSA
and CIA are currently utilizing and recommending the AWS. Razor runs on a FedRAMP approved
cloud infrastructure for DoD and other governmental agencies.

About Amazon Web Services: Amazon Web Services (AWS), is a collection of cloud computing services that
make up a cloud-computing platform offered by Amazon.com. These services operate from 12 geographical
regions across the world: US East, US West, Brazil (São Paulo), Europe (Ireland and Germany), Southeast Asia
(Singapore), East Asia (Tokyo, Seoul, Beijing) and Australia (Sydney). Each Region has multiple "Availability
Zones", which are distinct data centers providing AWS services. As of December 2014, Amazon Web Services
operated an estimated 1.4 Million servers across 28 availability zones.
About Visible Systems Corporation:

Visible® Visualize. Align. Transform.™ Visualize patterns, align strategy and transform change into meaningful business outcomes.

Visible Systems Corporation is a leading supplier of integrated configuration management and modeling tools
and solutions for enterprise applications, information management and business process re-engineering. For
more than 25 years, Visible has been dedicated to providing businesses with model-based solutions and
services in conjunction with consulting, education, and support around the world. For more information on
Visible, please visit: www.visible.com.
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